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Question: 1
Refer to the Exhibit.

The administrator edits a configuration file to add a log to the Process Admin Console. The
administrator adds the WebAPI log to the Process Admin Console display and immediately logs
back in, but do not see the file in the menu. What should the administrator's next steps be?
A. Restart the Process Server.
B. Restart the Performance Server.
C. Examine his code. He has errors in his code so the file will not display.
D. Examine the log4j.xml file to see if another system administrator changed the name or location
of the Web API log.
E. Check the generated run-time file containing the merged configuration to verify his change is
being read by the server.
Answer: A, D, E
Question: 2
Everything in an administrator's deployment is running a bit slow. The administrator suddenly
realizes that the requirement to re-configure the logging levels for the servers had been forgotten.
The administrator had investigated a problem yesterday, but had forgotten to change the logging
level back to the production values after talking to support. The administrator has correctly
changed the logging levels and everything is back to normal, but the developers at the
administrator's company requested that the administrator show some different logs in the Process
Server Console. What file should the administrator edit to view the logs in the Process Admin
Console?

A. 50AppServer.xml
B. 80EventManager.xml
C. 99Local.xml
D. 100Custom.xml
Answer: D
Question: 3
Everything in an administrator's deployment is running a bit slow. The administrator suddenly
realizes that the requirement to re-configure the logging levels for the servers had been forgotten.
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The administrator had investigated a problem yesterday, but had forgotten to change t e logging
level back to the production values after talking to support. The administrator wants to change the
level of the logging to error. With error level logging, what is logged by the system?
A. Error level only.
B. Error level and fatal level.
C. Error level and warn level.
D. No logging; logj4.xml supports error logging levels, but Lombardi does not.
Answer: B
Question: 4
An administrator is installing IBM Web Sphere Lombardi in a horizontal clustered environment
using JBoss for the application server(s) and Oracle for the database. After the installation, the
administrator realizes that the SMTP server that IBM Web Sphere Lombardi uses to send emails
needs to be changed. In the appropriate configuration XML element for this change, which value
for the merge attribute should be used?
A. Replace
B. Append
C. Addto
D. Mergeparent
E. Mergechildren
Answer: A
Question: 5
An administrator is installing IBM Web Sphere Lombardi in a horizontal clustered environment
using JBoss for the application server(s) and Oracle for the database. What does the
administrator enter for the multicast addresses of the Test Runtime Environment servers?
A. A different multicast address for every process server and every performance server.
B. A single multicast address shared by all Process Servers and Performance Servers across all
nodes.
C. A multicast address shared by all process servers on all nodes plus a different multicast
address shared by all performance servers on all nodes.
D. None of the above.
Answer: C
Question: 6
After installing Web Sphere Lombardi Edition,
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The administrator realizes that the SMTP server that Web Sphere Lombardi Edition uses to send
emails needs to be changed. Refer to the Exhibit. Select the correct code for implementing the
change.
A. I
B. II
C. III
D. IV
Answer: B
Question: 7
An administrator is installing Web Sphere Lombardi Edition in a horizontal clustered environment
using JBoss for the application server(s) and Oracle for the database. After the installation, the
administrator realizes that the SMTP server that Web Sphere Lombardi Edition uses to send
emails needs to be changed. The administrator has made the changes to the configuration files.
Next, the administrator looks for the name and location of the generated run-time file that shows
the current Lombardi configuration settings. What is the name and location of this file?
A. \process-server\TeamWorksConfiguration.current.xml
B. \process-server\config\TeamWorksConfiguration.current.xml
C. \process-server\config\TeamWorksConfiguration.running.xml
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D. \process-server\TeamWorksConfiguration.running.xml
Answer: D
Question: 8
An administrator is installing IBM Web Sphere Lombardi Edition in a horizontal clustered
environment using JBoss for the application server(s) and Oracle for the database. After the
installation, the administrator realizes that the SMTP server that IBM Web Sphere Lombardi
Edition uses to send emails needs to be changed. After the administrator has made this change
and saved the file, what is the next step?
A. Restart the process and performance servers.
B. Examine the generated Lombardi run-time configuration file.
C. Make the same changes to other configuration files in the cluster.
D. None of the above
Answer: C
Question: 9
The administrator has changed a configuration file to alter the SMTP server Web Sphere
Lombardi Edition uses to send emails. Refer to the Exhibit. If the administrator completed this
change correctly, what can be seen in the generated Lombardi run-time configuration file? Which
one of the following options represents the correct code sample?
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A. I
B. II
C. III
D. IV
Answer: A
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